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General Guidelines 
 

This comprehensive rating form can be used to collect performance information twice during the school 
day, once in the morning and again in the afternoon. If more frequent ratings are needed, see the 
individual measure rating forms for 1) tolerance, engagement and participation, 2) Green Zone 
Performance, and the combined 3) Green Zone and Tolerance/Engagement/Participation. All of the 
rating forms have a way to show the student's current level of soft skill proficiency and therapeutic 
intensity, which should remain in the same range for at least an academic quarter. When both of those 
factors are reassessed, the new levels can be put on the rating forms going forward. There is also a 
way on each form to indicate whether or not the student reached the top tier of their credit check (if 
programs are using the credit system) and to indicate whether or not the student has been on plan B. 
 
For more information about measuring student performance using this system see, 
https://kevinplummerphd.com/monitoring-student-engagement-tolerance-and-program-participation-
bbtipc/ and Teacher Guidelines for Parent Feedback. 

 
Student Performance 

Scoring Rubrics 
 

Tolerance, engagement and participation rating 

5 Level of tolerance, engagement, and participation is excellent, response time is quick and on task, 
cooperation is without protest, effort is strong and consistent. Student is responsive to redirection, 
settled, engaged with staff, other students and learning materials. Mood is even or upbeat, shows 
enthusiasm, talks freely, looking forward to some activities, accepts correction, cooperates freely 
with routines and procedures, adapts easily to changes in the day. 

 
4 Level of tolerance, engagement, and participation is good, response time is reasonable and on 
 task, cooperation is with minimal urging, effort is good with some reminding. Student is responsive 
 to redirection, settled, engaged with staff and learning materials with some reminders. Student is 
 agreeable, compromises  when needed, and recovers quickly from minor disappointments. Student 
 language is civil and respectful, voice tone and volume is calm, and student is able to wait. 

3 Effort, level of tolerance, and level of participation is fair, response time is slow or misdirected, but 
 redirection is possible with frequent verbal and visual prompts. Verbal protests are fairly frequently 
 occurring, student needs frequent breaks, mood is fair, gets discouraged on difficult tasks, 
 becomes somewhat impatient, complains about some of the work but eventually completes it. Has 
 some trouble waiting as well as dealing with unexpected changes in the day. Student often 
 becomes impatient, is sometimes annoyed, and expresses occasional irritation. 

2 Level of tolerance and participation is minimal. Student completes very little of what is asked, 
 verbally protests most staff requests, with occasional physical protests (physical toward objects or 
 materials). Nearly  all transitions are difficult, satisfactorily completes less than 20% of the activity or 
 assignment, finds it difficult to settle, gets very discouraged on difficult tasks, complains about 
 most of the work, is often  annoyed, stops before tasks are complete and needs several breaks 
 within a short time. Student frequently becomes impatient, is often annoyed, frequently expresses 
 irritation, sometimes whines or pouts about not getting what (s)he wants. 

1 Poor effort and minimal engagement. Student completes very little of what is asked and protests  
 most staff  requests. Prompting is nearly constant, level of tolerance and participation is poor to 
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 none, unable to engage in any of the activity. Mood is poor, very discouraged, pessimistic attitude, 
 chronic irritability, complains about the noise and interference from other children, doesn't want 
 to talk or interact, head down on the desk, shouts or yells at others, kicks the desk, slams materials, 
 runs to another part of the room, obstinate, frequently overwhelmed, rigid or inflexible response to 
 requests, perseverates on frustrations or disappointments, complains about nearly everything. 
 
Additional Scoring Note. Many people wonder about how to score a period of time when performance 
within that period of time is represented by two extremes. Student who are rated twice per day (once in 
the morning and again in the afternoon) are on a less frequent rating schedule because their 
performance has stabilized at a fairly high level (between a 3.5 and 5 almost all the time). Nevertheless, 
they may struggle significantly within one of these periods, then have an episode, only to return after a 
break and do very well. It is impossible to rate the period accurately (to reflect what really happened) 
with one number. In cases like this, as soon as the behavior changes dramatically, divide the period 
into two periods and mark the time on the form.  
 
Green Zone performance 

5 The student is in the green zone approximately 85% or more of the given time period.  

4 The student is in the green zone between approximately 75% and 85% of the given time period.  

3 The student is in the green zone between approximately 65% and 75% of the given time period.  

2 The student is in the green zone between approximately 50% and 65% of the given time period.  

1 The student is in the green zone less than approximately 50% of the given time period.  

 
Soft Skill Proficiency (rating assignment adjusted once per quarter) 
 
5 Demonstrates most of the expected age-appropriate soft skills (compared to typical peers) in 
 approximately 80% of opportunities provided. Verbal or visual reminders and redirection are  rarely 
 needed, and skills are shown in routines of varying structure and with varying levels of supervision. 
  
4 Demonstrates many of the expected age-appropriate soft skills in approximately 80% of 
 opportunities provided, with occasional verbal and visual reminders and occasional redirection, and 
 skills are shown in routines of varying structure and with varying levels of supervision. 

3 Demonstrates many of the selected soft skills in approximately 80% of opportunities provided, with 
 occasional verbal and visual reminders and occasional redirection, and skills are embedded in a 
 highly structured, closely supervised routine. Many additional soft skills will need to be 
 addressed once the current target skills are demonstrated more consistently (in 80% of 
 opportunities with occasional reminders and in routines of varying structure and with varying levels  
 of supervision). 

2 Demonstrates some of the selected soft skills in approximately 50% of opportunities provided, with 
 frequent verbal and visual reminders, frequent redirection, and skills are embedded in a highly 
 structured, closely supervised routine. Many additional soft skills will need to be addressed  once 
 the current target skills are demonstrated more consistently (in 80% of opportunities with occasional 
 reminders and in routines of varying structure and with varying levels of supervision).  
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1 Demonstrates some of the selected soft skills, but in less than 20% of opportunities provided, with 
 frequent verbal and visual reminders and frequent redirection, and skills are embedded in a highly 
 structured, closely supervised routine. 

 Frequency Key Frequent: Two or more times in a 10-minute period. 
    Occasional: One or fewer times in a 15-minute period. 
    Rarely: Less than once in 30 minutes. 
 
Level of Intensity of Therapeutic Support (rating assignment measured once per quarter) 
The descriptions below summarize support levels across many of the most commonly used therapeutic 
elements. Consider the elements most relevant for the student in question (in bold) and match the 
support the student receives with the intensity levels descriptions. There won't be a perfect match, so 
pick the level of intensity that best describes the support the student requires. 

An alternative means of measuring Level of Intensity of Therapeutic Support is to select the treatment 
elements most relevant to the student, then select the intensity from the individual rubric that best 
describes the support the student is receiving, then average across the elements. Also, the individual 
rubrics (per element) can be used if the elements described in the intensity levels below do not include 
what is most relevant for the student being rated. For more information on measuring therapeutic 
progress by measuring therapeutic intensity see, http://kevinplummerphd.com/therapeutic-intensity-
using-the-bbtips-rubric-system/. 

 Intensity Level 1 
 

Only a few of the therapeutic elements are needed in a student's support plan.  
 
*Verbal reinforcement is occasionally provided and tangible reinforcement (e.g., credit) is given all at 
once at the end of a period. Reinforcement is flexible, provided for the most relevant behavior as 
determined by staff. Reinforcement is provided for community contribution, exhibiting classroom and 
community values and positive character. Privileges and preferred activities are provided contingently 
with one extended opportunity per day to reconcile reinforcement totals. Students are reinforced by the 
community with public displays of their personal success. 
 
* Classroom academic, social and functional routines are followed independently, they are referenced 
by staff infrequently and easily redirected verbally. Routines for new and challenging situations are 
rarely needed, but when necessary they are developed with student input, and they are learned quickly 
and applied reliably by the student. Highly explicit, detailed, visually supported routines are not needed 
for familiar situations and reinforcement for following routines is not required. 
 
* Student is easily redirected verbally. Spontaneously created visual support is rarely needed for 
situations or routines that unexpectedly present challenge. Directions for the task are written on the 
assignment or on the board and the student independently checks these without needing reminders. 
The student independently checks the schedule, the clock and other visual guides that help navigate 
the day. Feedback on performance is provided visually (e.g., using credit sheets, Green Zone, etc.) but 
it is rarely referenced by staff because the student independently self-monitors.  
 
*Student takes restorative breaks independently; they are brief and highly efficient and student does 
not need assistance with classroom re-entry. Student recognizes when a break is needed and asks for 
it appropriately. Student is frequently able to take breaks in the classroom. Student rarely need breaks 
beyond the naturally occurring breaks built into the routine of the day. Student approaches overly 
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frustrating situations with a plan to take a break, and the option of a break enables the student to 
tolerate more. 
 
*Staff relationship with the student is well-established and very positive. Staff are able to delay their 
response to student emotional needs. Only low levels of emotional attunement are needed; student 
emotional distress is rare and misperceptions rarely need to be clarified. Staff occasionally provide 
feedback about being impressed by the student. Student success is occasionally highlighted by the 
staff.  
 
*Minimal care is needed to communicate in a way to avoid triggering an emotional reaction. Student is 
corrected as often as redirected. Student is told what is expected with an occasional reference to an 
established routine. Students are sometimes provided with a visual reference to help them process 
verbal redirection. Language is sometimes phrased to offer the student choices in their behavior. 
 
*Student memory is only occasionally primed prior to entering situations, based on recent memories of 
success. Mood is occasionally shifted in a positive direction prior to activating the memories of 
challenging situations. Occasionally small moments of success are highlighted and reinforced and 
recalled later with the student. Occasionally details are pointed out, verbalizations repeated, reminders 
of familiar routines are provided, all to help orient the student to the present and to promote a clearer 
memory of school experiences. Student is occasionally photographed in moments of success. 
 
*Student thrives in and contributes to a classroom community that is warm and supportive and where 
students feel welcome, cared for and respected by all. Student benefits when roles and boundaries are 
clear and consistent between students and staff, and guidelines for behavior are embedded in the daily 
routines. Student sometimes offers to help without being asked and is sometimes used as an example 
good character with regards to pro-social values and work ethic. Student reports feeling proud of 
his/her work and accomplishment and appreciates recognition for this as well as for contributions to the 
community. Little effort is required to ensure that the student feels connected to the school and 
classroom community.  
 
 Intensity Level 2 

 
Only a few of the therapeutic elements are needed in the student's support plan.  
 
* Reinforcement is primarily verbal and provided several times during a 30-minute period, and tangible 
reinforcement (e.g., visual, credit) is given in bunches during the activity. Reinforcement is based on 
following the prevailing routine without reminders. Reinforcement is flexible, provided for the most 
relevant behavior as determined by staff and it is given in quantities that match the challenge and 
validate the student perception. Reinforcement follows behavior improvement after considerable delay. 
Reinforcement is provided for community contribution, exhibiting classroom and community values, and 
for positive character. Students are sometimes made aware of how close they are to the goal and how 
close they are to the standards, but adjustments (e.g., the Green Zone) are not often needed. 
Privileges and preferred activities are provided contingently with as many as two opportunities per day 
to reconcile reinforcement totals. Staff occasionally identity authentic moments of being impressed with 
students and students are reinforced by the community with public displays of their personal success. 
 
* Occasionally classroom academic, social and functional routines are presented in explicit form, with 
brief detail. Most routines throughout the day are understood implicitly and followed independently with 
only occasional reminders and verbal redirection. Verbal reinforcement is effective enough during the 
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routine, while concrete and visual reinforcement may be provided at a later point toward the end of the 
routine. Routines for new and challenging situations are occasionally created. 
 
* Student is usually redirected verbally. Spontaneously created visual support is occasionally needed 
for situations or routines that unexpectedly present challenge. Staff sometimes need to answer 
questions about requests, routines, mild protests and other forms of confusion by turning to a visual 
and prompting the student to look as the routine is pointed out, but usually a verbal reminder about 
routine is sufficient. Directions for the task are written on the assignment or on the board and the 
student independently checks these without needing reminders. The student independently checks the 
schedule, the clock and other visual guides that help navigate the day. Feedback on performance is 
provided visually (e.g., using credit sheets, Green Zone, etc.) but it is rarely referenced by staff because 
the student independently self-monitors.  
 
*Student takes restorative breaks with minimal staff supervision in a semi-private location (slight 
change of scene), usually involving a and brain distraction and requiring very little staff assistance with 
problem solving. Student finishes breaks without reminders and re-enters class without assistance. 
Student restore activities are very reliable and breaks are usually efficient. Student sometimes 
recognizes that a break is needed and asks for one. An occasional break is needed beyond the 
naturally occurring breaks built into the routine of the day. 
 
*Staff relationship with the student is well-established and very positive. Staff provide a moderate level 
of attunement to the student's emotional state and occasionally they make adjustments in various 
elements of therapeutic support. Staff occasionally help students adjust their perceptions and 
occasionally staff help students realize, with explicit examples, how they are cared for. Recognition of 
student character and effort is sometimes provided, using the relationship to reinforce the student (the 
staff convey how they are personally impressed). Students are reinforced for encouraging each other 
and student kindness is often reinforced. Student success is occasionally highlighted by the staff.  
 
*Some care is used to carefully communicate in a way to avoid triggering an emotional reaction. 
Student is often redirected rather than corrected. Students are told what is expected in observable 
terms with occasional reference to an established routine. Students are sometimes provided with 
additional time to process what they are told, and sometimes they are supplied with a visual reference 
to help them further process verbal redirection. Language about behavior is usually provided 
affirmatively, rather than interrogatorily, and sometimes language is carefully phrased to identify student 
choices in their behavior. 
 
*Student memory is sometimes primed prior to entering situations, using recent memories of success. 
Mood is often shifted in a positive direction prior to activating the memories of challenging situations. 
Student is occasionally photographed in moments of success, while enjoying reward, while doing 
something challenging, while expressing positive affect, while appreciating a relationship, or while 
accomplishing a goal. Shared moments of relationship building are occasionally described as they are 
happening and positive affect is triggered in this process to create a favorable emotional memory. 
Occasionally staff relate stories of student success, of exemplary character or behavior, of proud 
moments, of overcoming obstacles. Student only occasionally needs to be brought back to the present, 
made more aware of what is happening in real time. Details of experiences are sometimes pointed out, 
verbalizations repeated, reminders of familiar routines are provided, all to help orient the student to the 
present and to promote a clearer memory of school experiences. Sometimes specific small moments of 
success are highlighted and reinforced and recalled later with the student. 
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*Student thrives in and contributes to a classroom community where several specific core classroom 
community values are reinforced, where classroom management is proactive, and the culture is warm 
and supportive, where students feel welcome, cared for and respected by all. Student benefits when 
roles and boundaries are clear and consistent between students and staff, and guidelines for behavior 
are clear and consistent and embedded in the daily routines. An occasional emphasis on pro-social 
behavior, productive work habits and attitude toward learning is needed with this student. Student 
understands that the community is a supportive community and can articulate examples. The staff 
occasionally show that they are impressed with the student and this is only tied to general evidence. 
Student accomplishments are occasionally displayed in the classroom. Student is occasionally 
recognized for specific strengths and occasionally called upon to help the class based on expertise. 
Student is admired for trying and persevering on a difficult assignment. 
 
 Intensity Level 3 

 
Several of the therapeutic elements are part of the student's ongoing support plan.  
 
*Visual and verbal reinforcement is attached to specific evidence or a specific aspect of the current 
routine and provided an average of every ten minutes and this is visually displayed for easy student 
and staff reference. Reinforcement is fluid and flexible, provided for the most relevant behavior as 
determined by staff, and given in quantities that match the challenge and validate the student 
perception. Reinforcement is provided for expected behaviors, for effort and improvement, exhibiting 
classroom and community values and positive character. Students are often made aware of how close 
they are to the goal and how close they are to the standards. Standards of behavior are set for each 
student individually and Staff identity authentic moments of being impressed with students.  
 
*Routines are often presented in explicit form and supported with occasional verbal reminders and 
redirection during the task. Sometimes routines need previewing and practice. Routines are explicitly 
applied to some situations throughout the day and implicitly understood in most other situations. Verbal 
reinforcement is effective, with the occasional visual reinforcement provided fluidly. 
 
*Visual support (e.g., a detailed list of what to) is used with some planned routines, and sometimes 
they are created spontaneously for situations or routines that unexpectedly present challenge. 
Occasionally work tasks are broken down into small steps, and using an embedded schedule each step 
is visually indicated. Staff answer questions about requests, routines and protests by turning to a visual 
and prompting the student to look as the routine is pointed out. The schedule of the day is visually 
displayed. Staff sometimes activate reward thinking prior to difficult tasks by reviewing visuals of 
preferred activities. Feedback on performance is provided visually (e.g., using credit sheets, Green 
Zone, etc.).  
 
*Restorative breaks are completed with staff supervision, prompting, and feedback in a semi-private 
location. Students have restore activities with good reliability. Breaks are moderately efficient. 
Some assistance is needed to finish breaks. Students are reminded to take breaks, but they will follow 
the break routine without a struggle. Breaks are often needed throughout the day to recover from stress 
and frustration.  
 
*Staff relationship with the student is well-established and very positive. Staff are attuned to the 
emotional status of the student and make frequent adjustments in their approach to be highly 
supportive, by providing encouragement and validation, redirection (instead of correction), reducing 
visual provocation and distraction, making task adjustments, increasing immediate reinforcement, 
reducing demand, providing a break. Staff often explicitly help students see how they are cared for. 
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Frequent recognition of character and effort is provided. Student's personal interests are recognized by 
the staff and sometimes incorporated into activities. 
 
*Moderate care is used to carefully communicate in a way to avoid triggering an emotional reaction. 
Student is very often redirected rather than corrected. Students are told what is expected in observable 
terms with frequent reference to an established routine. Students are sometimes told what it should 
look like and what it should sound like when expected behavior is requested and students are 
sometimes provided with additional time and with a visual reference to help them process verbal 
redirection. Language about behavior is usually provided affirmatively, rather than interrogatorily, often 
phrased to offer the student choices in their behavior and presented in a way that conveys calm, 
patience and understanding. 
 
*Recent memories of success are frequently used to prepare students prior to entering challenging 
situations, as a way to shift mood in a positive direction. Student is often photographed in moments of 
success, while enjoying reward, while doing something challenging, while expressing positive affect, 
while appreciating a relationship, or while accomplishing a goal. Shared moments of relationship 
building are often described as they are happening to create a favorable memory. Occasionally staff 
relate stories of success, of exemplary character or behavior, of proud moments, of overcoming 
obstacles. Student is often brought back to the present, made more aware of what is happening in real 
time. Details of experiences are often pointed out, verbalizations repeated, reminders of familiar 
routines are provided, to help orient the student to the present and to promote a clearer memory of 
school experiences.  
 
Specific core classroom community values are reinforced to create a positive culture.  Specific pro-
social values are featured for short term group contingency programs. The classroom celebrates acts of 
caring and the social status in the class is based partly on the degree to which individuals help and care 
for others. The classroom community is a warm and supportive community where students feel 
welcome, cared for and respected by all. Roles and boundaries are clear and consistent between 
students and staff, guidelines for behavior are clear and consistent and embedded in the daily routines. 
Community service is valued and reinforced and used to shape student identity. Student 
accomplishments are sometimes on display.  
 
*Level of demand is monitored closely. Student work period is shortened by 10% -25% and amount of 
work is reduced by 10% -25%, compared to others in the class. Student is occasionally provided 
extended time to complete tasks. A scribe is occasionally needed and some written material is read to 
the student. Student is occasionally provided with extended time to process and think about verbal 
requests and instructional information. Frustration level of the work is moderate and above. A preferred 
activity follows every few work assignments. 
 
*Staffing is adjusted as needed. Academic independence periods are moderately successful with staff 
assistance provided every 10 minutes. Student can work successfully in a group of 3 students to one 
staff. Student is able to travel in the hallways and use the bathroom with the class and one staff. 
Several functional routines are completed independently. 
 
 Intensity Level 4 
 
Several of the therapeutic elements are part of this student's ongoing support plan, and some other 
elements will replace the original elements once some additional progress has been achieved.  
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*Concrete, and/or visual reinforcement is attached to specific evidence and is supported with a verbal 
mention about a specific aspect of the current routine, and it's provided an average of every eight 
minutes or less during the task (e.g., credits, visually displayed for easy student and staff reference). 
Reinforcement is also based on unique routines that are created in "real time" to address unexpected 
problems, and it's provided for explicitly defined expected behaviors, for contributions to the community 
and for exhibiting classroom and community values. Reinforcement is fluid and flexible, provided for the 
most relevant behavior as determined by staff, given in quantities that match the challenge and validate 
the student perception and continuous and open-ended in that there is no maximum that can be earned 
and no time period it is limited to. Reinforcement follows behavior improvement after a slight delay. 
Students are tangibly reinforced periodically throughout the task, not just at the end. Students are 
always aware of how close they are to the goal and how close they are to the standards and this is 
adjusted periodically. Privileges and preferred activities are provided contingently with at least two 
opportunities per day to reconcile reinforcement totals. Effort and improvement is reinforced and 
standards of behavior are set for each student individually. Staff identify authentic moments of being 
impressed with students and students are recognized for their strengths and unique abilities. 
 
*Very often routines are highly explicit, including a detailed task breakdown and visual support, and 
many situations are supported in this way. Routines are frequently modeled, rehearsed and practiced. 
They are explicitly applied to many situations throughout the day. They are previewed and then referred 
to often during the task with verbal reminders. Frequent redirection is necessary and updates or 
revisions in routine are made often. Verbal and visual reinforcement of explicit routine is provided often 
and fluidly. 
 
*Visual support is often created spontaneously for situations or routines that unexpectedly present 
challenge. Many established routines are visually supported with a detailed list of what to do and a list 
of some expected behaviors. Some work tasks are broken down into small steps, and using an 
embedded schedule each step is visually indicated. A visual first/then graphic is provided for some 
tasks and the "first" part of the graphic shows detailed progress toward task completion. Staff answer 
questions about requests, routines and protests by turning to a visual and prompting the student to look 
as the routine is pointed out. Visual examples of completed work and appropriate behavior are 
sometimes shown to students as a model. The schedule of the day is visually displayed. Feedback on 
performance is provided visually and adjusted frequently (e.g., using credit sheets, Green Zone, etc.).  
 
*Restorative breaks are structured, guided, and supported by staff in a private location. Students have 
restore activities with only satisfactory reliability, and still need break practice to achieve greater 
efficiency. Breaks involve a change of scene, body settling, brain distraction and moderate staff 
assistance with problem solving/plan development. Students must be told by staff to take breaks, they 
must be reminded to finish and leave breaks, and they require assistance with a classroom re-entry 
process. Some breaks are for extended periods of time, and several breaks a day are needed to 
recover from high stress and frustration. Breaks are also used several time a day to prevent stress and 
frustration.  
 
*Staff relationship building interventions are sometimes scheduled into the day. Staff are involved in 
activities with the student that build or expand upon a student interest, that show a student how to make 
something or how to take care of a living thing, and staff often reflect with the student on the quality of 
the shared experience in the present time. Staff often notice and report on something impressive about 
the student, reflecting the positive qualities of the student, and provide detailed positive feedback about 
student effort, character, and minor accomplishments. Staff listen thoughtfully and empathically, without 
delay, to student concerns. Instances of caring by staff and other classmates is frequently pointed out. 
Staff respond with only slight delay to moderate student distress with encouragement and validation. 
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Staff anticipate emotional challenges and provide the necessary support, and task demands are 
frequently adjusted to reflect student's tolerance. Staff provide present-focused, clear and simplified 
observations and information to the student.  
 
*Considerable care is used to carefully communicate in a way to avoid triggering an emotional 
reaction. Student is usually redirected rather than corrected. Students are usually told what is expected 
in observable terms, with reference to an established routine. Students are often told what it should 
look like and what it should sound like when expected behavior is requested, and often these details 
are posted as a routine. Students are often provided with additional time and with a visual reference to 
help them process verbal redirection. Language about behavior is usually provided affirmatively, rather 
than interrogatorily. Verbal communication by staff is often carefully controlled to convey calm, patience 
and understanding. 
 
*Memories of success are frequently used to prepare students prior to entering challenging situations, 
as a way to shift mood in a positive direction (Actively remember with the student something positive 
that happened the last time the student did this same activity and shift focus away from the triggering 
aspect of the activity).  Staff often relate stories of success, of exemplary character or effort, and 
positive narratives are created and repeated periodically to support new memory. Consistent effort is 
made to keep the students mindful and in the present, always aware of the details of the experience we 
want them to remember. Details are pointed out, verbalizations repeated, reminders of familiar routines 
are provided, all to help orient the student to the present and to promote a clearer memory of school 
experiences. Situations are carefully described so students are more likely to notice the experience in a 
way that creates a positive memory. Specific small moments of success are highlighted and reinforced 
and recalled later with the student. Extra effort is made to focus on details of events that may be missed 
(e.g., ensure that an unpopular student hears another student direct a personal comment their way). 
Events are retold with a focus on the positive aspects and in a way that clarifies any lingering negative 
memories or false conclusions. 
 
*The student is supported by a classroom community that is warm and supportive, where it is 
emphasized that students feel welcome, cared for and respected by all. The classroom celebrates acts 
of caring and the social status in the class is based partly on the degree to which individuals help and 
care for others. Roles and boundaries are clear and consistent between students and staff and 
guidelines for behavior are clear and consistent and embedded in the daily routines. Staff often show 
that they are impressed with students and this is tied to identifiable evidence. Student accomplishments 
are often displayed in the classroom. Students are recognized for their strengths and the class creates 
a strengths-based role for each student. Community service is valued and reinforced and used to 
shape student identity. Students have jobs that help the classroom. Student character, not just 
behavior, is reinforced with personalized recognition. Student is admired for trying and persevering on a 
difficult assignment and respected for the amount of thought put into the work. Effort, enthusiasm and 
partial success is rewarded.  
 
*Level of demand is actively managed. Student work period is often shortened by 25% -50% and 
amount of work is often reduced by 25% -50%. A scribe may be necessary for some writing tasks. 
Written material is frequently read to the student. Student is provided extended time to complete tasks. 
Student is provided with extended time to process and think about verbal requests and verbal 
instructional information is carefully paced. Frustration level of the work is kept moderate to low. Wait 
time for a turn, for staff assistance, to get a question answered, etc., is moderate to low. A preferred 
activity follows every two work assignments.  
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*Staffing is intensified as needed. Academic independence periods are very brief followed by 1:1 staff 
assistance. Some functional routines, such as packing up for the day, are completed independently. All 
group work and social involvement is adult supported with at least a 1:2 ratio. All activities outside the 
classroom are supported 1:1 
 
 Intensity Level 5 
 
Several of the therapeutic elements are part of this student's ongoing support plan, and many other 
elements will replace the original elements once some progress has been achieved.  
 
*Visual and verbal reinforcement is attached to specific evidence or a specific aspect of the current 
routine and provided an average of every five minutes or less during the task (e.g., credits) and this is 
visually displayed for easy student and staff reference. Reinforcement is fluid and flexible, provided for 
the most relevant behavior as determined by staff, and given in quantities that match the challenge and 
validate the student perception. Reinforcement follows behavior improvement almost immediately. 
Reinforcement is provided for expected behaviors, for effort and improvement, exhibiting classroom 
and community values and positive character. Students are frequently made aware of how close they 
are to the goal and how close they are to the standards. Staff identity authentic moments of being 
impressed with students.  
 
*Most routines are highly explicit, many with a detailed task breakdown, expected behaviors, and 
visual support. Most situations throughout the day are supported with explicit routine, and reinforcement 
of routine (visual and verbal) is provided almost constantly. Routines are previewed and referred to 
often during the task with precise verbal scripts. Many routines are invented to add more structure to 
minor situations. Frequent practice of routines is necessary and frequent redirection required.  
 
*Visual support is often created spontaneously for situations or routines that unexpectedly present 
challenge. Most work tasks are broken down into small steps, and using an embedded schedule each 
step is visually indicated. Progress through a task is shown visually. Staff answer questions about 
requests, routines and protests by turning to a visual and prompting the student to look as the routine is 
pointed out. The schedule of the day is visually displayed. Rewards and preferred activities are 
displayed visually. Feedback on performance is provided visually (e.g., using credit sheets, Green 
Zone, etc.).  
 
*Restorative breaks are structured, guided, and supported by staff in a private location. Students are 
taught how to develop successful restore activities and breaks are practiced every day. Breaks involve 
a change of scene, body settling, brain distraction, and significant staff assistance with problem 
solving/plan development. Student requires assistance to finish and leave breaks and with the 
classroom re-entry process. Many breaks are for extended periods of time and breaks are used many 
times a day to recover from high stress and frustration. Breaks are also used many times a day to 
prevent high stress and frustration.  
 
*Staff relationship building interventions are scheduled into the day and memory building specific to 
relationship is often provided. Staff frequently notice and report on something impressive about the 
student, reflecting the positive qualities of the student. Staff frequently reflect with the student on the 
quality of the shared experience in the present time. Mild student distress is noticed quickly and staff 
respond swiftly and sensitively with provision of encouragement and validation. Staff provide high levels 
of moment-by-moment emotional attunement and adjust support accordingly in voice tone, amount and 
pacing of language, level of recognition and reinforcement, lowering of demand, physical proximity, 
visual support, and environmental control. Staff patiently clarify misperceptions.  
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*Extreme care is used to carefully communicate in a way to avoid triggering an emotional reaction. 
Student is nearly always redirected rather than corrected. Student is almost always told what it should 
look like and what it should sound like when expected behavior is requested, and often these details 
are posted as part of a routine. Language about behavior is nearly always provided affirmatively, rather 
than interrogatorily. Verbal communication by staff is almost always carefully controlled to convey calm, 
patience and understanding. 
 
*The development of new memories is facilitated with photographs (e.g., moments of success, doing 
something challenging, appreciating a relationship, accomplishing a goal). Positive narratives are 
created and repeated periodically to support new memory. Frequently staff relate stories of success, of 
proud moments, of overcoming obstacles. Student is frequently brought back to the present, made 
more aware of what is happening in real time. Details of experiences are pointed out, verbalizations 
repeated, reminders of familiar routines are provided, all to help orient the student to the present and to 
promote a clearer memory of school experiences. Methods of priming positive mood or mood shifting 
are employed to provide mood context cues for triggering positive memories, including; helping the 
student identify something to look forward to, and discussing things that interest the student, things the 
student enjoys or likes or that bring joy and happiness.  
 
*The classroom community is a warm and supportive community where it is emphasized that students 
feel welcome, cared for and respected by all and it is emphasized how much students help each other 
and encourage each other. Roles and boundaries are clear and consistent between students and staff, 
guidelines for behavior are clear and consistent and embedded in the daily routines. Staff frequently 
show that they are impressed with students, and student accomplishments are frequently displayed in 
the classroom. The classroom community frequently recognizes and appreciates student strengths, and 
interests and the teacher integrates this into the learning experience. Community service is valued and 
reinforced and used to shape student identity. Students have jobs that help the classroom. Student is 
often admired for trying and persevering on a difficult assignment, respected for the amount of thought 
put into the work, and appreciated for their ideas. Effort, enthusiasm, improvement, and partial success 
is often rewarded.  
 
*Level of demand is actively managed. Student work period is shortened by at least 50%, compared to 
others in the class, and amount of work required is reduced by at least 50%. A scribe may be 
necessary for writing tasks. Written materials are often read to the student, student is provided 
extended time to complete tasks, and verbal information is provided in small chunks with extra 
processing time allowed. Frustration level of the work is kept very low. Wait time for a turn, for staff 
assistance, to get a question answered, etc., is kept minimal, and a preferred activity follows each work 
block. 
 
*Staffing is intensified as needed. One-to-one staff-to-student support is needed within most academic, 
social, and functional routines in the classroom.  
 
 


